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1 Introduction - Freespan Contacts 

Freespans are special-case contacts in SonarWiz, used to define the areas on a 

pipeline survey, where the pipeline shadow indicates that there is no seafloor directly in 

contact  the pipeline - that is, it is a freespan section. The freespan annotation support 

in SonarWiz allows you to define the start and end locations of a freespan area on a 

pipeline, and to measure the length of the freespan area, and to measure the height of 

the freespan, based on the distance between the pipeline, and the shadow cast by the 

pipeline. 

We have a tutorial video to explain this topic, available here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-BrwPpmUJE&list=PLkS0gDK1Rb3S8RktqVQI5l6qph7oflF-P&index=8 

We have a tutorial video to explain this topic, available here: This document is used as 

a supplement to help you follow along with the vide, and to use the same sample XTF 

file as is shown in the video, to digitize a freespan contact or two yourself.  

1.1 Sample Data XTF File 

The XTF file sample data (and optionally, a project MML file to use) for use in this 

project is here: 

 

The XTF file download link is: 

https://www.hightail.com/download/cUJVblRqQ0MwZ2taQ2NUQw 

1.2 Create Project and Import XTF File 

Create a new project (or open the existing MML file to create a project around it) and 

locate it using GET FROM FILE, and select the sample data XTF file: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-BrwPpmUJE&list=PLkS0gDK1Rb3S8RktqVQI5l6qph7oflF-P&index=8
https://www.hightail.com/download/cUJVblRqQ0MwZ2taQ2NUQw
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1.3 Import and Bottom-track your XTF File 

Import the XTF file and bottom track it and see if the features are visible enough to post-

process, then proceed. 

2 Freespan Contact Capture 

To initiate a freespan contact capture, select the sonar line and then CAPTURE 

CONTACT, and click on the sonar line, to open the DIGITIZER VIEW: 
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Scroll down the file until you see a section of the pipeline like this: 

 

where there is visible distance between the pipeline and its shadow - i.e. a freespan 

section.  We've drawn top and lower arrows near the pipeline show where the freespan 

section we have found, starts, and ends.  Then follow along in the video to see what to 

do next.  

2.1 Locating the Center of your Freespan 

The first instruction is to select Contact -> freespan and then left-click on the CENTER 

of the freespan section, to mark that. It will bring up a dialog for further annotation of the 

freespan contact. 

Then click the top-right CONTACT icon and select FREESPAN type: 
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2.2 Measuring the Freespan Height 

Click on the dialog button for "1. Measure Freespan Shadow" to measure the distance 

from the pipe to the beginning of the shadow. Move the cursor to the freespan center.  

You can hold down CTRL and roll the mouse wheel forward, to zoom.  

Then left-click on the pipe and hold the left-click and DRAG the cursor to the beginning 

of the shadow edge, and the distance will be showing.  
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Release the left-click to capture the HEIGHT to the dialog.  

When you release the left-click, SonarWiz computes the HEIGHT of the freespan there 

(based upon slant range, and pipe-to-shadow distance) and fills in this data in the third 

column of data (0.335 m in this case): 

 

2.3 Picking the Freespan Start Point 

This is subjective, but you're looking for the place where the shadow meets the pipeline, 

and there's no gap. 
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Left-click the button "2. Pick Freespan Start Point", then move the cursor to where you 

decide is the start point, and click there. SonarWiz will fill in another row in the dialog 

table: 

 

2.4 Picking the Freespan End Point 

Next, click the button labeled "3. Pick Freespan End Point", then move the cursor down 

to where the gap closes between the shadow and the pipe at the lower end of the 

freespan, and click at that point.  

Again SonarWiz will fill in an end point in the dialog table, as well as a length of the 

freespan section: 
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2.5 SAVE or CANCEL Your Freespan Contact Capture 

If you like the results, click SAVE to add this freespan contact to your contact database.  

To remove the results and start again, just click CANCEL.  

3 Freespan Contact Export Options 

3.1 Export 1: ASCII CSV FILE Export Option 

To save an ASCII CSV format freespan report, follow these steps: 

(1) Open the CONTACT MANAGER 

 
(2) Select EXPORT 
(3) Enter a report filename 
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(4) Select FREESPAN REPORT as the file type.  

 
 
The report file is written to your TARGETS folder in the project: 

 
and looks like this 
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3.2 Export 2: Contact Report - Including only Freespan Contacts 

You can create a report of only freespan contacts, by creating and applying a filter, then 
running the contact report on the filtered contacts.  
 
You can use the Contact Manager "filter" option to define a filet that will select only 

those contacts where Class1 = Freespan: 

 

This will allow you to report only freespan contacts, since there are a few other contacts 

of non-freespan type in the project, and you may not want them in the freespan report.  

So overall here we are going to do 2 steps: 

(1) Build a "freespan only" filter, and  

(2) Apply the "freespsan only" filter.  

When only the freespan type contacts are showing in the Contact Manager, then we 

can run a standard Contact Report and it will include only the freespan contacts.  

3.2.1 Creating a freespans-only filter 

Click in the lower-left area of the Contact Manager on the BUILD button: 

 

The filter to create will be one where Class 1 = freespan. 
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(1) click Class 1 
(2) click "=" 
(3) click "Freespan 
(4) click "Run Query" 

 
 

Then the BUILD dialog disappears, and only freespan contacts show in the Contact 

Manager.  The "current" filter is applied.  
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3.2.2 Creating a Contact Report using the Freespan-only filter 

Next, click REPORT GENERATOR button and you can generate a contact report of 

only freespan contacts. Here is a sample "small PDF" type report where both contacts 

in the project are listed, and they are the freespan contacts: 

 

 


